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TRANSLATIONS FROM ANTONIO MACHADO
BY

CHA1u.Es TOMLINSON

PORTRAIT

Recollections of a patio in Seville,
a lucid, lemon-ripening garden-my infancy.
The years of my youth? Twenty on soil of Casble;
a plotlessness I shall not recall, my history.
Neither a seducer like Maiiara, nor a BIadomfn,
-you know already the incompetence of my dressbut I took the arrow that Cupid had assigned,
and in the women I loved, I loved their hospitableness.
My verse comes up from an untroubled spring,
despite, in my veins, the drops of Jacobin blood;
and, more than the man who lived by mere doctrine,
I, in the good sense of the word, am good.
I adore beauty and in modem aesthetics
merely cut ancient roses from Ronsard's garden:
I dislike the glare of contempoIary cosmetics,
and the nest of new singing birds has too gay a burden.
I disdain those ballads for the tenor, sonorous, hollow, "
and the choir of the crickets singing at the moon,
I stop to distinguish the voices from the echo
and I listen among the voices to one alone.
Classic or romantic? I cannot say. Let
me leave my verse as the captain leaves his sword:
known for the virile hand that flourishes it;
not prized for the learned cIaft of the smith who forged.
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I talk with the man who is always there beside me
-he who speaks alone hopes one day to speak with God-;
the sfret of love for men: in my soliloquy,
discoursing with this good friend taught me this good.
And in the end lowe you nothing: you all remain
in my debt for what I've written. I work, I pay
with my own money for the clothes, the house I live in,
both the bread that nourishes and the bed in which I lie.
Once the day of the last voyage arrives, and there
the ship, that will not return to it, neighbours the quay,
you will find me aboard already, scanty of gear,
next to naked, like one of the kindred of the sea.

NOVEMBER 1913
Another year
has gone,
the sower casts
the seed in furrowed earth.
Oxen
~
plough
.
in two
slow pairs
whilst ashen clouds
pass over
shadowing
the plain
and seed-fields
where there's nothing growing,
the grey
of olive-groves.
f
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The river
deep in the valley
carries by
its troubled waters.
Snow
on Cazorla
and a stonn
round Magma,
Aznaitfu has
his cloud-eap on:
mountains
bright towards Gmnada
mountains
made of stone
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TO A DRY ELM

Sparsely
with a few green leaves
the old elm
breaks:
lightnin& rot
could not gainsay
what rains of April
sun of May
at last bring out.
A century
it's held the height
above the Duero.
Moss-stain spreads
a yellow on the white
bark of its dusty trunk
the worm invades.
Unlike the poplars
singing guardians
of road and river
it will never be
to the tawny nightingales
their nesting tree.

In file
the military ants
go climbing over it:
within
the grey webs thicken as
the spiders spin.
Before the woodman fells
and you
are turned into
a beam to stay a bell
"
a shaft, a yoke,
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before
to~orrow whe~

(

you'll smoke and redden
on a wretched, wayside
hovel hearth
before
the whirlwind tears your roots
or breath
of white sierras
rend y~u or river
sdld
through gulch and vaIIey to the sea
let me record
this growing beauty branches stored:
for how the heart
must read
in what it sees
its expectations'
life and light
and echoing
await
a second miracle of Spring!

EMBERS
Embers of a violet dusk
smoke on through the black of cypresses.
Enclosed by the shadowed arbor
stands the fountain with its nude
and winged stone Love
that dreams in silence. In the marble
basin the dead water does not move.
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CUlTAR OF THE ROADSIDE INN
Today
You will dance and say
Aragon,- Valencia!
tomorrow brings
an Andalusian hand
to explore your dusty strings
and Andalusia becomes your land.

hostel~

Guitar of the roadside
a poet you never were, nor shaij. be:
you are a soul in stillness, speaking
its solitude to souls in flight:
entranced, the listening traveller
will catch an always native air.

TRANSLATOR'S NOTE
ANTONIO MACHADO died in 1939 at the age jf sixty-four. In the
Spanish-speaking world his reputation stands higher tlian it did in his own
lifetime. Like Yeats or Alexander Blok he is, in the words of Henry Gifford
whose collaborations made these versions possible, Uan unmistakably national poet who felt keenly the stresses and the tragic potentialities of life
in a backward, suffering, and fanatical country, and affirmed through the
experience a larger truth that transcends patriotism." Machado's unromantic use of the Castilian landscape, his preference "essentially Georgie, for
land that ~ worked," his sense of time (he, like Mr. Eliot, attended Bergson's lectures at the College de France in 1910), his reflection of the aridities and emptiness of provincial life in Poem of a Day and The Ephemeral
Past, all these combine to form a poetry that is at once traditional and new,
that is solitary yet aware of a community with its own past and its own
future. These uversions" discard the meters of the original bqt try to find
correspondences with Machado's original "pacing" and track of thought.
Machado, who spent most of his life as a teacher in country schools, is now
an international fact to be learned from. His masterpiece, Poem of a Day,
was contemporaneo~ with Eliot's first distinctive poetry.
-Charles Tomlinson
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